Susan + Kevin + Dominick

Denmark

June 2013

Arriving at the train station in Copenhagen
Starting at our Airbnb apartment in Copenhagen
Our goal this year was to take a leisurely ride around Denmark. Even though it is a relatively flat
country, it seemed as if we did a lot of climbing, so our legs were toasted by the end of our 460 mile
tour. We started in Copenhagen, riding south to Mons Klint, then west through Lolland, down to the
Koldkrigsmuseum on Langeland, then through Faeborg to the DanFos Universe on Als. Then north to
Aarhus, east to Ebeltoft to ferry across to Sjaellands Odde and back to Copenhagen.

Dominick is tall, but not that tall

A “kill the seal” game at the zoo

Check out the rear-view mirror on the helmet

Elephant sculpture at Copenhagen Zoo
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Map check at a lunch stop
On the ferry from Bogo to Stubbekobing

Elmelunde Kirke on MØn was built in 1075

We look forward to spending 3 weeks in our tent

Beautiful view of the Baltic Sea

Rust staining in the gypsum cliff at MØns Klint
Rolling onto another ferry

We didn’t see as many old windmills as we expected

It’s not easy being this neat
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Warm enough for some pool time

Susan looking good poolside

We sometimes prefer the gypsy look at our tent sites

Memorial for a shot down WWII bomber

Kevin thought that this fit him perfectly

Susan inspecting the crops

Trying out an anti-aircraft gun

Entrance to an underground control room
at the Cold War Museum at Stevnsfort
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Granite wheel rotates on water
Too cold to swim in the pool, so we read instead

Jumping for joy at the Danfoss Museum in Nordburg

Unusual hydraulic teeter-totter

Part of a larger hydro-power children’s exhibit

Halfway through the tour and still smiling

We carried a dozen books on the trip

We got lucky and toured a restored windmill
open for school tours once each month

The generator room for the restored windmill
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Waiting to board the ferry from Ebeltoft to Sjaellands Odde

Mirror exhibit at ARoS Kunstmuseum

Your Rainbow Panorama on the roof
of the ARoS Kunstmuseum in Aarhus

Kevin & Susan strike the pose

Family photo on the ARoS roof

At the ARoS Kunstmuseum in Aarhus

Sunshine on the road to Aarhus
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Reconstruction at the Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde

At the Kalo Slotsruin near Aarhus

Checking out the electric mower at the Trapholt Museum

Nick Cave’s Soundsuits at Trapholt

Making rope at the Viking Ship Museum
Dressed for the part, but no killer instinct

Susan & Dominick rowing out for a short sail

Sailing a traditional Nordic boat on Roskilde fjorde

A moment with rock and sea
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Dominick replacing the drag brake cable

Our last campground near Roskilde

Looking toward Tivoli Gardens

At the National Gallery of Denmark

A final, well-deserved
ice cream
Heading to the airport on the train

Greek statues were painted in living color!

